
The R:COM® Vehicle Tracking feature forms the core of the system – delivering 
vehicle tracking, location management, geo-fencing, trip & stop reporting and 
route replay while minimizing the associated data costs.

“R:COM is our third vehicle 
tracking product and by far our 
best yet. With R:COM’s great 
features we get immediate 
access to fleet and driver 
information to make us super 
efficient.  Since installing 
R:COM we have been able to 
reduce our fleet by 8% while 
maintaining the same work and 
improving service levels.”

Terry Flanagan 
United Foods

R:COM delivers the industry’s most reliable vehicle tracking platform – 
your vehicles are never lost!

R:COM utilizes MS Virtual Earth® mapping application. The map can 
instantly be switched to view the positional data in Road, Aerial or 
Bird’s Eye mode bringing your data to life.

R:COM includes the ability to easily name and geo-fence locations 
to simplify the interpretation of the data for your staff. 

R:COM allows ‘watch boxes’ to be created around locations and alerts 
can be configured to notify on entry and exit from these locations.

R:COM provides an in-vehicle covert panic alarm option for high 
security applications.

R:COM has the ability to monitor door-openings of the cargo 
compartment for immediate notification of unauthorised access. 

R:COM offers the capability for your customers to track your vehicles 
for restricted time periods e.g. customer can track their own delivery.

R:COM delivers a broad range of easy to understand reports covering 
all vehicle movements such as vehicle trip and stops.

R:COM allows you to highlight route deviations and excessive 
delays at stops.

EnhanCEd FEaTuREs

Vehicle Tracking

R:COM provides real-time vehicle tracking information enabling fleet 
managers to make quick, efficient decisions that result in improved 
employee productivity, improved fleet flexibility and higher service levels.

R:COM provides proof of service when required by your customers.

R:COM allows you monitor personal use of the vehicle.  

R:COM offers the lowest cost GPRS communications packages in 
the industry. 

R:COM has a unique roaming feature which keeps roaming GPRS costs to 
a minimum.

GREaTER saVinGs

Enhanced Features, Greater Savings

To find your local dealer, call 1800 477 7052 www.bluetreesystems.com    
sales@bluetreesystems.com



THE TECHNOLOGY IN THE R:COM FLEET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Vehicle Tracking

 Feature Preview

R:COM provides live vehicle location updates together with 
other available vehicle status information such as fuel level, 
refrigeration unit status, driver hours remaining and more.

R:COM displays the current location of any vehicle (or group of 
vehicles) in your fleet using MS Virtual Earth® digital maps. 
Vehicle location data can be displayed using road, aerial or 
bird’s eye map views. 

R:COM allows you to review detailed tracking history in report 
format or bread crumb trail on a map. 

R:COM includes trip reports, stop reports, time at location 
reports and route replay as standard.

R:COM includes the ability to name and geo-fence locations to 
assist interpretation of vehicle movements. In addition ‘watch 
boxes’ can be created around locations and alerts can be 
configured to notify on entry and exit from these locations e.g. 
“Vehicle BX05 RZC has arrived at ABC Foods at 14:32 on 12 
May 2010”. 
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